Parity mixing in the weak current of charged heavy leptons causes a conspicuous forward-backward asymmetry in the cose distribution of inclusive hadron spectra near the high energy end, when one of the initial electron-positron beams is longitudinally polarized, The asymmetry is estimated for vector and axial vector currents at PEP/PETRA enereies.
It is quite easy to distinguish experimentally between V -A an(l V + A provided that the decay branching ratio of 1* into L-PJ) +71: is no!. L too far from the value predicted by the universality ("" 1 0 %) • 
where ec is the Cabi bbo angle. Above several CeV in· the center-of-mass energy, electron-posHron beams are highly polarized transversely, and tt is possible to rotate one or both of the polarizations into the ]one;itudinal 4 direction at the PEP and the PETRA.
For the purpose of producint~ an asymmetry in the angular distribution we conRider first the confi(:';ural.ion in which the electron beam is polarized longitudinally alon~ the di rectlon of its own momentum and t'1e positron beam remains polarized tr<..tnr.verse1y.
The kinematics is shown in Figure 1 with the decay branchinr; ratio r = 0.10, c; = + 1 , namely V +A, and a -P = 0.90, the asymmetry in cross sections turns out to be = =T 2.6 (2x 1) r P X 10 2 2 nb-GeV
In the region of 0,9 < x < 1.0 , this is as large as
The asymmetry of this size is easily distinguished frorn the asymmetry of other origins, which we will discuss in the following :Jection • TV.
Asymmetry of other origins
If there are charmed hadrons that are stable against strong and electromagnetic interactions, they may emit pions through weak ce<:ay lo produce the asymmetry. However, if such stable charmed hadrons an· p~;eurh'-scalar mesons, a simple kinematics shows that there will be no co:;8 asymmetry in one-particle inclusive 5pectr.a. When there are ::.;11ch had rom; - at -fS = 20 GeV for MW = 50 GeV and P = 0,90. This is much smaller than - A(e-;,t") =-A(e+;-Jt) and A(e-;Ji) =-A(e+;1f) , and therefore no l~ffecL 
V. Summary
With longitudinally polarized e \;-beams, one can te~;t clearly whether the weak current of the heavy leotons is V -A or V + A. The asymmetry in cose of the inclusive pion production is quite larce ncar the high energy end of the x distribution, and its sign depends on whether the current is V -A or V + A. 
